Abstract: FPGA-based acceleration of molecular point (DP) arithmetic, significant speed-ups were dynamics (MD) has been the subject of several reachieved with little detriment to physical significent studies. Here we describe a new non-bonded cance. force computation pipeline implemented on a 2004-Several issues remain to be solved before era COTS FPGA board and its integration into the FPGA/MD is likely to enter production use. We ProtoMol MD code. There are several innovations:
, the MD-GRAPE future) when integrated into existing systems. [9] , and the GRAPE-based Protein Explorer [14] .
Among the issues that must be addressed are
More recently, the viability of FPGA-based MD partitioning the code, developing interfaces, simnulation (FPGA/MD) was demnonstrated [3, 6] . and handling data translation. This mnust be Despite avoiding standard double-precision floating done while retaining a performance advantage. Rather, as in [3] , each curve is divided into several sections along the X-axis. Here, the length of each section is twice that of the previous; however, each where the coefficients ai are stored separately for a section is cut into the same number interpolation set of intervals that partition the x range of interintervals N.
est. This form is desirable for FPGA implementa-
To improve the accuracy of the force computation because the low powers of x require relatively tion, we interpolate using higher order terms. Here few hardware multipliers. In order to maintain acwe assume a Taylor expansion: curacy in F, it is defined as a piecewise function on f"(a) (x a)2) a set of intervals that partition the range of inter- i.E-b
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All of the curves have the same general half-U is a projection of f from some high-order function shape, and become increasingly similar as the despace down into the low-order space spanned by gree increases. In other words, the 92 or x3 term that set of basis functions. Because all terms in of a low-order approximation is important in apf are involved in the projection into that basis, this proximations of all higher-order Taylor terms. Said technique avoids the problem of skipping high-order differently, large coefficients of high-order Taylor terms in f that contribute significantly to low-order terms contribute heavily to the coefficients in the terms in the approximation. Because the intended low-order approximation. The i! denominator in FPGA implementation uses polynomials of the form the Taylor series dominates for asymptotically large in Equation 1, the set of basis functions is chosen to i. Still, for the functions and ranges of current inspan the function space {,I x,9x23}. For reasons terest (r-4 and r-7, 0.1 < r < 100), many Taylor beyond the scope of current discussion, monomials series terms i > 3 have appreciably large numerare not the most convenient set of basis functions for ators due to large binomial coefficients in (x -p)2 spanning the space of cubic polynomials. Instead, and large derivative values d2f/dp'. As a result, the a set of orthogonal polynomials offers many advan- property that p(x) p() = 1. A set of orthonormal Piecewise Hermite interpolation is an improved functions is a set in which all members are normal version of the original piecewise linear method. and are orthogonal to all other members, and forms Given two points on the target curve and their a basis set that spans some space of functions. The derivatives {(to, fQvo), f'Qvo)), (x1, fQvi), f'Qvi))}, conventional dot product of two functions on some a polynomial is required to go across these two The overall system consists of a PC with a 2.8 GHz Xeon CPU with a Wildstarll-Pro PCI board from
We begin by observing that although the dyAnnapolis Micro Systems (see Figure 6 ). The board namic range of an entire r-' curve is, perhaps, 100
has two Xilinx Virtex-JI-Pro XC2VP70 -5 FPGAs;
bits, the dynamic range of a particular section could however, only one of the FPGAs was used. Protobe only 9 bits. Also, the ranges of interpolation coMol 2.03 was used (downloaded from the ProtoMol efficients differ in different parts of the curve: they website). The operating system was Windows-XP;
have relatively large magnitudes in the left-hand all codes were compiled using Microsoft Visual C++ part of the curve, but lower magnitude in the right-.NET with performance optimization set to maxihand regions. That implies the need for different mum. FPGA configurations were coded in VHDL numbers of bits to the left of the decimal point in and synthesized with Synplicity integrated into the each region of the curve, to maintain roughly conXilinx tool flow. Data transfer between host and stant accuracy. This optimization allows the same coprocessor was effected with the software support precision in each section, but higher coefficient vallibrary from Annapolis Microsystems. These trans- _ C3ombined semi, int n.a. n.a.
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Figure 6: System block diagram.
We now compare the semi floating point to full floating point implementations. For the latter we use LogiCore Floating-point Operator v2.0 from converters" shown in Figure 6 ). All motion intel .
--15-------- The overall FPGA pipeline is shown in Figure 7 ; integer units as well as the semi floating point, but more details were presented earlier, or are available only at points in the computation where no preciin [6] . Currently two pipelines fit on the FPGA; sion can be lost. The SP and DP pipelines could this is in contrast to the four pipelines previously perhaps also be optimized this way, but the reqobtained. The reduction is due to the complexuisite complex conversion might make this less adity of the interpolation scheme. We have, however, vantageous than it is for the semi FP pipeline. A achieved four pipelines in synthesis-only with the comparison with respect to register use yields sim-VP100; more should be possible with newer chips ilar results. and further optimization. The current design sup- [4, 13] 
